EleVia Electronic Invoicing
for Deltek Vision®

SPEED CASH FLOW AND

SUPERCHARGE PROJECT PERFORMANCE
Now there’s a way to automate your traditionally complex invoice review process. EleVia Electronic Invoicing streamlines the process
to shorten your billing cycle and increase cash flow — while giving you the insight to improve project performance.

SPEED APPROVALS
TO SPEED BILLING

KNOW THE STATUS
OF EVERY INVOICE

GAIN PERFORMANCE
INSIGHT

EleVia Electronic Invoicing acts as a communication hub, eliminating the
need to send physical documents back and forth between Accounting and
Operations. Once Accounting generates a draft invoice in Deltek Vision®,
reviewers are automatically notified via email that they can mark-up and
approve the invoices online — even remotely.

Accounting gains the ability to see the status of every invoice at any time.
You can even program automatic alerts to remind reviewers who haven’t
approved invoices within a few days.

The software’s dashboard lets authorized Project Managers see a snapshot of all
their jobs for the month. They can review job-to-date information, track variances
and identify trends that need addressing — to improve utilization and profitability.

ADDITIONAL MODULES FOR If your clients require extensive documentation with their invoices, you can use
the built-in Final Invoice Packaging module to automatically assemble all required
GREATER FUNCTIONALITY

documentation with final invoices. We also offer an optional Transactions module
that allows project managers to request holds, write-offs and transfers directly in
Deltek Vision — to save time.

GET MORE VALUE FROM

YOUR DELTEK VISION INVESTMENT
EleVia Electronic Invoicing helps you extend the power of Deltek Vision. We designed it specifically as a Vision add-on product,
so it integrates seamlessly and is intuitive for users. That means you can start leveraging the added functionality right away —
for greater efficiency and financial visibility.
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About EleVia Software
We’re a Central Consulting Group company that develops, delivers and supports software to extend the value of the Deltek Vision ERP system
for architecture, engineering and professional service firms. Our products elevate and enhance key financial and operational processes —
giving you valuable insight into project performance and profitability.
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